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Gender Inclusiveness: There are 629 girls on the rolls in the 2020-21 session. 

 

Gender Ratio in College Societies and Extra Curricular Activities  
 
Society name Total Students Females (%) No of Females in 

Official position  
Hindi Sahity Sabha 
(Manthan) 

20 10           (50%)  2 

‘UMANG’ - The 
Enabling Unit 

7 4             (57.14%) 1 

KIRT-The Economics 
Society 

34 14           (41.17%) 7 

Udyamita 20 7             (35%) 2 
Enactus 34 13         (38.23%) 2 
Sofica 26 9           (34.61%) 5 
Cyber Clan 15 3           (20%) 3 
Vedang  40 15        (37.5%)  
Encore – The English 
Literary Society 

13 12      (92.30%) 10 

Vanaj 42 18      (42.85%) 7 
Photobug Society 24 6         (25%) 2 
Envisage society 18 7        (38.88%) 3 
Civil Society 12 5       (41.66%) 3 
Kalam – Punjabi Sahit 
Sabha 

25 8       (32%) 5 
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Practices of Social Inclusion of the Differently Abled: Taken from AQAR 
2018-19 

UGC instructed universities and all the colleges to facilitate differently-abled people to excel in their 
career. Towards this end, the UGC directed the institutions to establish an enabling unit. The 
government also instructed to make all the institutions accessible.  

Keeping these objectives in mind, our college has taken many important steps to facilitate the 
differently-abled in the following fields which were absent earlier:  

Accessibility: Earlier the college had accessibility issues, for example the college didn’t have 
bathrooms for people with special needs. In this direction college took steps and has built two 
bathrooms which are differently-abled friendly. Apart from it, college has also got constructed 
ramps, grills, and has also specified parking space for the disabled. The most important achievement 
of the college in this regard is that we have installed a lift for the differently-abled which has made 
their movement in the college substantially comfortable, especially for the orthopedically 
handicapped.  

Since the college has large number of visually-challenged students, we provide them with various 
facilities. The college provides them with recording equipment, DAISY players, braille books, 
scanners, screen-readers called JAWS. College also arranges writers and readers for the visually- 
challenged learners.  

Since most of the students coming from disability category belong to marginalised and poor sections 
of the society, the college makes it sure that they get scholarship from different quarters. 
Scholarships from ............Chennai, National Scholarship and Scholarship for Girls All India 
Confederation are cases in point. In addition to this, college has a special provision for fee 
concession to the differently-abled students.  

It is also important to note that college organises talks, panel discussions and seminars on the issues 
related to the disability with an aim to sensitize the students and college staff. The college also 
celebrates Cane-Day and Disability with an aim to make other than differently-abled students aware 
about the issues related to the differently-abled. It also boosts the morale of the differently-abled as 
it leads to social inclusion of the differently-abled into the mainstream. College has also inculcated 
sports spirit among the differently-abled as it held Inter-college Sports Meet, ANKUR, in which 
seventy four students participated.  

The reason it is thought as the best practice followed by the college is that most of the colleges in 
University of Delhi have taken steps to bring the differently-abled into the mainstream. The college 
has not just limited to talks and discussions and platitudes but college has given practical shape to 
what it preaches which is visible to anybody who visits the college.  

Having achieved so much, the college stills feels that there is a lot to be done. There is a vision of the 
administration for the future for the differently-abled students. Main programmes which college is 
thinking for the future are: some more required in the field of accessibility, college will take steps 
regarding the placement of the students, college has also thought about organising an international 
seminars to give these students international exposure.  
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Minority Admissions: 
 
Year Number of seats earmarked for reserved 

category as per GOI or State Government 
rule 

Number of students admitted from 
the reserved category 

SC ST OBC Gen Others SC ST OBC PWD Gen Others 
2016-17 0 0 0 318 318 2 0 0 6 545 340 
2017-18 0 0 0 338 338 2 2 0 13 569 315 
2018-19 0 0 0 338 338 0 0 0 10 445 347 
2019-20 0 0 0 338 338 0 0 0 9 446 344 
2020-21 0 0 0 338 338 0 0 0 7 521 268 
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Student Intake in Session 2020-21 
Programme Students from Delhi NCR Students from other States 

Undergraduate Programme 48 0 

Postgraduate Programme 456 290 
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Religious Cultural Unity 
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Seminar on Outcast Voices and Dis-Located Identities 
 
 

 
 


